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Abstract This paper describes salient aspects of the OntoSem lexicon of English, a lexi-
con whose semantic descriptions can either be grounded in a language-independent ontology,
rely on extra-ontological expressive means, or exploit a combination of the two. The variety
of descriptive means, as well as the conceptual complexity of semantic description to begin
with, necessitates that OntoSem lexicons be compiled primarily manually. However, once a
semantic description is created for a lexeme in one language, it can be reused in others, often
with little or no modification. Said differently, the challenge in building a semantic lexicon
is describing semantics; once the semantics are described, it is relatively straightforward to
connect given meanings to the appropriate head words in other languages. In this paper we
provide a brief overview of the OntoSem lexicon and processing environment, orient our
approach to lexical semantics among others in the field, and describe in more detail what
we mean by the largely language-independent lexicon. Finally, we suggest reasons why our
resources might be of interest to the larger community.

Keywords Lexicon · Ontological Semantics · Semantics · Language-independent
resources · Knowledge-rich NLP

1 Introduction

Saying, as our title does, that a lexicon is largely language independent should raise eye-
brows: after all, conventional wisdom has it that whereas ontologies are language indepen-
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dent, lexicons are language dependent.1 However, it turns out that both parts of this statement
require qualification: many if not most entities that are currently called ontologies are lan-
guage dependent, and at least some lexicons have substantial language-independent aspects.
In the domain of knowledge-rich natural language processing (NLP), the importance of
language independence (i.e., cross-lingual reusability of resources) cannot be overstated.
Building high-quality resources requires large outlays of time and money which can be
recouped if one can significantly reduce the effort of producing equivalent resources in
languages beyond the first. Here we discuss the rationale behind, and benefits of, one deep-
semantic, NLP-oriented lexicon, namely the one being developed in the OntoSem environ-
ment. We frame this discussion in an overview of other approaches to lexicon and ontology
building, as well as general issues of choices taken in the field of lexical semantics.

2 The theory of Ontological Semantics and the OntoSem environment

The lexicon to be discussed here—along with its supporting ontology and the syntactic and
semantic analyzers that exploit both of these—is part of the OntoSem language processing
environment, which is the practical implementation of the theory of Ontological Semantics
(see for example, Nirenburg and Raskin 1999, 2004). OntoSem is a multilingual text process-
ing environment that takes as input unrestricted text and, using a suite of static resources and
processors, automatically creates text-meaning representations (TMRs), which can then be
used as the basis for many NLP applications, including MT, question answering, knowledge
extraction, automated reasoning (see for example Beale et al. 1995, 2004). At various stages
in its development, OntoSem has processed texts in languages including English, Spanish,
Chinese, Arabic and Persian, to varying degrees of lexical coverage. Text analysis relies on:

– The OntoSem language-independent ontology, which is written using a metalanguage of
description and currently contains around 8,500 concepts, approximately 90% of which
are general-purpose (specialized concepts are primarily in the domains of economics and
medicine). Concepts are described by an average of 16 properties. In all, the ontology
contains hundreds of properties, whose fillers can be other ontological concepts, scalar
values or literals.

– An OntoSem lexicon for each language processed, which contains syntactic and semantic
zones, linked using variables, as well as calls to “meaning procedures” (i.e., programs
that carry out procedural semantics, see McShane et al. 2004a) when applicable. The
semantic zone most frequently refers to ontological concepts, either directly or with
property-based modifications, but can also describe word meaning extra-ontologically,
for example, in terms of modality, aspect, time, etc. The current English lexicon contains
approximately 30,000 senses, including most closed-class items and the most frequent
(often polysemous) verbs, as indicated by corpus analysis.

– An onomasticon, or lexicon of proper names.
– A fact repository, which contains real-world facts represented as numbered “remem-

bered instances” of ontological concepts (e.g., SPEECH-ACT-3366 is the 3,366th instan-
tiation of the concept ‘SPEECH-ACT’ in the world model constructed during the given
run of the analyzer).

– The OntoSem text analyzers, which cover preprocessing, syntactic analysis, semantic
analysis, and creation of TMRs.

– The TMR language, which is the metalanguage for representing text meaning.

1 This assumes a more traditional definition of ontology, as in the AI tradition
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OntoSem knowledge resources are developed in coordination with each other and with
the processors they serve, so their utility can be evaluated in a variety of practical applica-
tions. Some of the resources are fully language independent (e.g., the ontology and the fact
repository) while others can be parameterized across languages (e.g., the lexicon and the
syntactic and semantic analyzers).

Although the theory of Ontological Semantics, as described in Nirenburg and Raskin
(2004), has provided sufficient conceptual underpinnings for the linguistic and algorithmic
enhancements that have followed since, it was the practical, post-theoretical experience of
treating difficult lexical issues that led us to view the lexicon as largely language independent.
Stated more precisely, the most difficult aspect of lexical acquisition—describing meanings
of words and phrases using a complex storehouse of expressive means—need be done only
once. The linking of these semantic structures to words and phrases of a given language, while
demanding attention to possible differing semantic nuances among languages, is orders of
magnitude simpler. As such, our original interpretation of the ontology as the key to reusing
resources cross-linguistically has been modified: now, we look upon the semantic structure of
the lexicon as another primarily language-independent resource that not only can but should
be reused across languages.

2.1 The briefest introduction to the OntoSem lexicon

For the syntactic stratum, the OntoSem lexicon uses an extended version of the LFG formal-
ism written in LISP-compatible format. Instead of using a large, monolithic grammar, which
leads to ambiguity and inefficiency, we use a special lexicalized grammar created on the fly
for each input sentence (Beale et al. 2003). Syntactic rules are generated from the lexicon
entries of each of the words in the sentence, and are supplemented by (a) a small inventory
of generalized rules (primarily some rules of NP formation) and (b) transformations trig-
gered by words or features present in the input sentence (e.g., passive, direct object fronting,
question formation, and many more).2 “Unexpected” input, like unknown words or syntac-
tic structures, is treated using an inventory of recovery procedures. In such an architecture,
where the syntactic parse derives from lexical information, the importance of high-quality
lexicon entries is clear.

The OntoSem lexicon covers all parts of speech: noun, verb, adjective, adverb, con-
junction, article, quantifier, relative pronoun, number, pronoun, reflexive pronoun, auxiliary,
infinitive. The lexicon accommodates phrasals of any structure and complexity (McShane
et al. forthcoming). Components of phrasals can inflect or contain semantically constrained
variables. Atypical syntactic structures are accommodated, too.

In this section we present just a few examples of lexicon entries to illustrate their basic
content and format. In Section 4 we will discuss more semantically interesting examples, the
kind that have motivated our conception of the lexicon as largely language independent.

Our recent applications have concentrated on text analysis. This is the reason why we are
not currently pursuing generation-specific aspects of lexical acquisition, like ensuring that
given types of referring expressions are used only in appropriate contexts. The expressive
means available in OntoSem readily permit this additional layer of information to be added
when an appropriate application lends this work priority.

Consider, for example, the first verbal sense of watch, which is a typical transitive verb
sense (1).

2 In developing our approach to transformations, we in part followed the lead of XTAG (2001).
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(1) (watch-v1
(cat v)
(anno
(def "voluntary visual event")
(ex "He was watching the movie. Watch carefully!"))
(syn-struc
((subject ((root $var1) (cat n)))
(root $var0) (cat v)
(directobject ((root $var2) (cat n) (opt +)))))

(sem-struc
(voluntary-visual-event
(agent (value ˆ$var1))
(theme (value ˆ$var2)))))

The syntactic structure zone (syn-struc) says that this is a transitive sense of watch
whose direct object is optional. The semantic structure zone (sem-struc) says that when
watch appears in a text in this sense, the TMR should include an instance of a VOLUNTARY-
VISUAL-EVENT. The formal definition of the VOLUNTARY-VISUAL-EVENT ontological con-
cept stipulates that AGENT and THEME are among its case role properties.3 The variables
that fill the properties in the sem-struc are used for linking: the syntactic subject is linked
to the meaning of the AGENT of the VOLUNTARY-VISUAL-EVENT (“ ˆ ” is to be read as
‘the meaning of’), and the direct object is linked to the THEME. The head word is always
associated with the variable $var0, which has no explicit linking in the sem-struc since
the entire entry is describing the meaning of $var0 in the given context. The ontolog-
ical description of VOLUNTARY-VISUAL-EVENT also specifies that its AGENT should be
an ANIMAL, the THEME should be a PHYSICAL-EVENT, PHYSICAL-OBJECT or SOCIAL-
EVENT, and the INSTRUMENT should be EYE (dozens of other properties are inherited by
VOLUNTARY-VISUAL-EVENT from its ancestors, but the values for those properties are not
locally constrained further). Since these constraints are encoded in the ontology, they need
not be repeated in the lexicon entry. Only constraints that are specific to a lexical entry—typ-
ically narrowing a more general constraint listed in the ontology—must be specified in the
lexicon (see the examples in Section 4.3).

Figure 1 shows a screen shot of the concept VOLUNTARY-VISUAL-EVENT. Notice from
the slider on the right that only a subset of the inherited properties is shown (this con-
cept further inherits from PERCEPTUAL-EVENT, PHYSICAL-EVENT, EVENT, ALL). Many
of the properties for which this concept is defined—like all those having to do with exact
and relative location, purpose, duration, iteration, etc.—cannot be further constrained at the
ontological level but, instead, can only be specified in the actual context in which the concept
is instantiated.

Returning to the structure of lexicon entries in OntoSem, consider one more example, the
tenth sense of the preposition in (2).

The syn-struc indicates that the input covered by this sense of in should contain a
constituent headed by a noun (N) or verb (V) followed by a prepositional phrase (PP). The
sem-struc says that the meaning of $var1 should be some ontological EVENT whose
time is the meaning of $var2. Moreover, it is specified that the meaning of $var2 must

3 The OntoSem ontology uses nine case-roles, each of which has an inverse as well: AGENT, BENEFICIARY,
EXPERIENCER, THEME, INSTRUMENT, LOCATION, DESTINATION, SOURCE, PATH.
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Fig. 1 Screen shot of VOLUNTARY-VISUAL-EVENT in the OntoSem ontology

(2) (in-prep10
(cat prep)
(def "temporal; followed by month, year, century,

etc.")
(ex "He came in January. His change of career in

2002 surprised us.
What happened in the fifth century B.C.?")

(syn-struc
((root $var1) (cat (or n v))

(pp ((root $var0) (cat prep)
(obj ((root $var2)

(cat np)))))))
(sem-struc

(ˆ$var1 (sem event) (time (value ˆ$var2)))
(ˆ$var2 (sem (or month year decade century)))))

represent a MONTH, YEAR, DECADE or CENTURY, thus predicting that one cannot say, for
example, *in Monday, since Monday is an instance of the ontological concept DAY.4

The justification for building a lexicon that goes beyond a collection of labeled nodes
connected through synonymy and hyponymy links is the necessity of overcoming one of
the main challenges of NLP: ambiguity resolution. The sets of examples below (p. 4) show
how a combination of syntactic and semantic expectations can support disambiguation. This
abbreviated format, introduced for readability, encapsulates the syntactic structure by a sub-
categorization label (transitive, intransitive, or transitive+prepositional phrase), and shows
the linking of syntax and semantics using the bold font, italics and underlining in the exam-
ples. Many other senses of these words are not presented, so the coverage of the listed senses

4 Collocations like in the morning, in the afternoon, in the evening and other such are described lexically
using reference to clock times, which are extra-ontological in OntoSem.
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should not be interpreted as all-inclusive. The semantic constraints on case roles is ontolog-
ically defined; only in cases where the lexical sense imposes a more narrow constraint are
the constraints overtly specified. For example, although the EXPERIENCER of UNDERSTAND

is ontologically defined as ANIMAL, in see-v2 it must be HUMAN and is therefore overtly
specified as such.

The OntoSem analyzer uses the lexically listed constraints, along with the constraints on
the corresponding concepts in the ontology, to select the most appropriate sense in any given
context. The primarily semantic selection is supported by a stochastically trained reasoner,
OntoSearch (Onyshkevych 1997).

Example 1: address
address-v1 (tr.) He addressed the audience.

SPEECH-ACT

AGENT
BENEFICIARY

address-v2 (tr. + PP) He addressed the letter to his girlfriend.
WRITE

AGENT
THEME:ADDRESS ; this is the concept ADDRESS, there is no variable linking
LOCATION
DESTINATION

address-v3 (tr.) She addressed the problem promptly.
CONSIDER

AGENT
THEME (ABSTRACT-OBJECT) ; this is a semantic constraint on the theme

Example 2: see
see-v1 (tr.) He saw her new car.

INVOLUNTARY-VISUAL-EVENT

AGENT
THEME

see-v2 (intr. + opt. compl.) I can’t help you.—I see (that you can’t).
UNDERSTAND

EXPERIENCER: HUMAN
THEME: EVENT

see-v3 (tr.) For further information, see Chapter 8.
READ

AGENT ; generally not overt since structure is usually imperative
THEME: TEXT-UNIT

see-v4 (tr.) Grandma saw her doctor yesterday.
CONSULT

AGENT(HUMAN)
THEME: MEDICAL ROLE, LEGAL ROLE

see-v5 (tr. + PP) He saw her to her car.
ESCORT

AGENT
THEME
DESTINATION
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3 Approaches to lexical semantics: five points of comparison

Before turning to the main topic of this paper—the largely language independent lexicon—we
will distinguish our approach to lexical semantics from other lexical approaches. We will
do this by drawing comparisons according to the following parameters: demand-side vs.
supply-side lexical semantics (3.1); ontologically vs. non-ontologically grounded lexicons
(3.2); enumerative vs. generative lexicons (3.3); manual vs. automated or semi-automated
methods of acquisition (3.4); and system-specific vs. generalized lexicons (3.5). As a preview,
for all of these parameters, OntoSem reflects the first value, with the caveat that we are exper-
imenting with semi-automated acquisition methods for certain types of entities.

3.1 Demand-side vs. supply-side lexical semantics

If we were to isolate one distinguishing aspect of our lexicon-building effort it would have
to be that we are forcing an explanatory, “non-upper-case” semantic description of difficult
entities. In fact, all lexemes and phrases are in bounds, including, by the way, by the way,
in fact, all, and in bounds, not to mention nasties like mitigating and at the last minute.
Our approach, therefore, falls squarely into what Nirenburg and Raskin (1999) have termed
“demand-side”, as opposed to “supply side”, lexical semantics:

The supply-side approach selects the topics of research from among the issues that
are perceived as those that can be done. It relies on what is perceived as “possi-
ble” and “available” with respect to tools and resources. The demand-side places a
premium on what must be done to put together a useful working application and,
therefore, strives for the comprehensive coverage of a sublanguage/domain in descrip-
tive semantic terms, licensing extensions to its methodology in the process. The dis-
tinction between the two approaches is rooted both in the history of linguistics and
in the philosophy of science. It is important to understand the two positions in order
to match the expectations concerning practical results and declared goals of research
in lexical semantics. (Nirenburg and Raskin, 1999, 281; emphasis original).

Another view of the supply-side/demand-side distinction centers on breadth and depth
of coverage, and the timeline along which developers expect to make advances along these
axes.

There are many variations of supply-side lexical semantics. One trend has been to dis-
cuss regularities of meaning shifts, economy of descriptive means, formal elegance, and the
like as opposed to the actual meaning of lexical items (Nirenburg and Raskin 1999, 284f).
Although work “in the trenches” must be assumed in such frameworks, it is typically not
actually carried out. This situation is akin to that prevalent in formal semantics (which is
essentially a branch of formal logic), where only a small subset of language phenomena can
be treated because there is a non-ideal fit between the method and the object it is applied to
(Nirenburg and Raskin 2004, p. 125).

Another trend in supply-side lexical semantics has been to limit the purview of theories
and systems to a subset of needs so that less expensive knowledge resources will suffice. An
example of this is Dorr’s application of Jackendoff’s lexical conceptual structure to domains
such as MT (Dorr 1993) and tutoring (Dorr 1997). The lexical conceptual structure research
paradigm primarily seeks to improve upon syntax-only approaches by including some seman-
tics, without attempting to support reasoning applications or disambiguation (Dorr 1993,
pp. 160–162; 1997, 271f). As Dorr writes, “Clearly, the techniques used in deeper knowl-
edge approaches are necessary for filling the gaps, including disambiguation” (Dorr 1993,
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p. 162). So, while the lexical conceptual structure approach offers short-term improvement
over non-semantic methods, the price to be paid is the development of resources that are
predicted beforehand to become obsolete. That is, it is difficult to envision a system that is
powerful enough to fill in the hardest of gaps without being able to accomplish the easier
tasks as well. A community-level question then arises: Is it justified to expend significant
(by Dorr’s (1997) calculation) effort on what will turn out to be interim resources? We make
the prediction that it will ultimately be more economical to be the turtle (pondering semantic
questions along his slow path) than the hare. In fact, in McShane et al. (2005b) we make a
case for integrating semantics early on in the theoretical and practical analysis of fragments
(sentences that are considered, under some approaches, to be incomplete). As it stands, most
approaches go as far as they can without semantics and expect semantics to clean up the hard
residue; however, if semantics is needed anyway, it seems more reasonable to incorporate
it from the outset since its incorporation completely changes the face of the problem being
studied.

A third trend in supply-side lexical semantics is to use whatever resources are available
to their best advantage. Of late, this means applying word nets and other human-oriented
resources to NLP, despite challenges posed by the fact that such resources are oriented
toward humans rather than machines (see Nirenburg et al. 2004b for a review). As with the
“narrow purview” approach just discussed, the best use of the “available resource” approach
involves strategically selecting applications that the given resources can best support.

The final supply-side trend we will mention is excluding from a project’s purview all
lexical elements deemed too difficult for one or another reason. This approach is used, for
example, in some semantic annotation efforts, like PropBank and PropBank II, in which
certain classes of words are not semantically annotated due to considerations of feasibility
and the desire to ensure interannotator consistency (see for example Palmer et al. 2005).

Within OntoSem, we create lexical resources expressly for use in NLP, with automatic
disambiguation being at the center of the effort. We hold ourselves responsible for describ-
ing all lexical phenomena to the extent necessary for current and projected applications; the
trade-off is a lack of immediate broad coverage. In cases where a truly complete semantic
representation is not immediately feasible, we accept temporary underspecification as a nec-
essary compromise. We take a long-term view of system development, and the demands of
demand-side lexical acquisition are, accordingly, taken in stride.

3.2 Ontologically grounded vs. non-ontologically grounded lexicons

The NLP community has long fostered debate about the utility of language-independent
primitives as a method of encoding meaning. Reducing decades’ worth of arguments to the
bare bones,

– Proponents of language-independent primitives consider an unambiguous metalanguage
(“interlingua”) essential for automated reasoning and for achieving efficiency in devel-
oping many-language to many-language applications. Into this camp one can place, for
example, Schank, both with respect to his Conceptual Dependency Theory and his com-
plementary development of a theory of script-based reasoning (Schank 1972; Schank and
Abelson 1977). Ontological Semantics also follows this paradigm.

– Opponents of language-independent primitives argue that it is too expensive and/or
impossible to develop a suitable metalanguage, so other approaches (like transfer-based
MT for every language pair) should be preferred.
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– Still others, like Wilks in his dialog with Nirenburg (Nirenburg and Wilks 2001) are in
favor of a metalanguage, but one that is actually a natural language.

A language-independent metalanguage is at the core of OntoSem. The same metalan-
guage encodes type-based meaning in the ontology, information about real-world objects
and events in the fact repository, and a disambiguated interpretation of natural-language
text in TMRs. Ontological concepts are named sets of properties with their associated value
sets. The properties are axioms, or primitive meanings that are used in the semantic descrip-
tion of many, albeit not all, lexemes (e.g., some meanings—like meanings of modality or
aspect, time expressions and reference relations—are fully or partially conveyed using extra-
ontological expressive means). We agree with the opinion that there can exist no single,
perfect inventory of primitives but this does not, as critics would have it, in any way reduce
the potential usefulness of a thoughtfully constructed ontology. As Wilks et al. (1996) aptly
write,

The facts we accept about natural languages are also facts about any primitive lan-
guage, namely, that it has no unique and correct vocabulary, no more than English
has, that there may be many adequate alternative vocabularies for it, just as there may
be many vocabularies for English. (Wilks et al. 1996, p. 59)

We further agree with Wilks et al. (ibid, p. 61) that time is better spent making systems that
use a given inventory of primitives work well than attempting to justify directly the selection
of primitives, which might be impossible in the first place.

Among the lexicons that do not exploit an overtly defined metalanguage are, for exam-
ple, bilingual lexicons for transfer-based MT and the many word nets that have followed
the model of WordNet (Fellbaum, 1999). The former offer some practical solutions for the
dominant language pairs but do not offer broad language coverage or robust disambiguation.
The latter tend to ambiguate more than they disambiguate, making them a poor option for
knowledge-rich NLP (see Nirenburg et al. 2004 for a critique of WordNet as a resource for
NLP). The SIMPLE lexicons (Lenci et al. 2000a, b) are an interesting hybrid: they use Eu-
roWordNet as an anchor to guide development of otherwise separate lexicons for different
languages. We return to SIMPLE in Section 3.5.

3.3 Enumerative vs. generative lexicons

An enumerative lexicon explicitly lists all word senses that are to be understood by a lan-
guage processing system. A generative lexicon (as described for example in Pustejovsky
1995) encodes fewer senses but associates compositional functions with them, such that
certain word meanings can be computed on the fly. In short, a generative lexicon has rules
attached to its entries whereas an enumerative lexicon does not. A big difference? In practical
terms, not really.

Anyone who has acquired a lexicon for use in NLP knows that rules play a part: it is
highly unlikely that the acquirer of an English lexicon will explicitly list all regular deverbal
nouns alongside their verbs (e.g., hiking← hike), or that they will explicitly list all regular
agentive nouns alongside their verbs (e.g., eater← eat). At some point during knowledge
acquisition or running the language processing engine, lexical (not to mention morpholog-
ical) rules expand the word stock to cover highly predictable forms. This process generally
does not produce 100% accuracy, and, depending on the application, errors might need to be
weeded out by acquirers (for discussion of the practical implications of using lexical rules at
various stages of acquisition and processing, see Onyshkevych 1999). In short, it would be
a rare enumerative lexicon that would not exploit lexical rules at all.
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What is important about lexical rules, whether they are embedded in an enumerative lex-
icon or put center stage in a generative lexicon, is that they have to be known in advance.
This means that the “novel” meanings that generative lexicons seek to cover are actually not
novel at all. If they were novel, they would not be covered by generative lexicons either. As
Nirenburg and Raskin (2004) suggest:

A truly novel and creative usage will not have a ready-made generative device for
which it is a possible output, and this is precisely what will make this sense novel
and creative. Such a usage will present a problem for a generative lexicon, just as it
will for an enumerative one or, as a matter of fact, for a human trying to treat creative
usage as metaphorical, allusive, ironic, or humorous at text-processing time. The
crucial issue here is understanding that no lexicon will cover all the possible senses
that words can assume in real usage. (Nirenburg and Raskin 2004, p. 119f)

The primary difference between the ultimate (listed or inferred) lexical stocks of, say,
Pustejovsky’s generative lexicon and the OntoSem lexicon lies in sense “permeation”
(Pustejovsky’s term). Pustejovsky argues that a verb like bake actually has two meanings—
‘bring into existence’, as for cake, and ‘heat up’, as for potato—and that these senses permeate
each other. Thus, only one sense would be encoded explicitly and generative mechanisms
would be used to interpret bake + its object as implying more dominantly either ‘bring
into existence’ or ‘heat up’. Importantly, however, the non-dominant implication is a trace
that lingers, so in bake a potato, the meaning is ‘heat up’ but there is a subsense of bring-
ing into existence that does not disappear. The theory of Ontological Semantics rejects this
notion of sense permeation on the following grounds: (a) deriving one meaning from the
other dynamically is too costly to be worth the effort; it is preferable to list multiple senses
and the semantic constraints that support their automatic disambiguation; (b) real language
use tends to avoid, not introduce, ambiguity; in fact, speakers generally have a hard time
detecting ambiguity even when asked to do so; and (c) there is no theoretical motivation for
introducing a “sense-and-a-half” situation (Nirenburg and Raskin 2004, p. 120).

The OntoSem lexicon reflects a combination of enumeration and rule-based, run-time
lexical supplementation.

3.4 Manual vs. other methods of acquiring lexicons

Ideally, all static knowledge resources would be acquired either fully automatically or pri-
marily automatically with modest human post-editing. This is, one might say, the Holy Grail
of knowledge-rich NLP. In practice, however, attempts at the automated acquisition of knowl-
edge resources have been undertaken more to test the utility of machine learning methods
than in order to produce high-quality output (despite necessary and ongoing efforts to make
semi-automation a productive reality).

Recent times have witnessed a boom in learning ontologies, but prior to that there was a qui-
eter surge of attempts to extract useful-for-NLP lexicons from machine-readable dictionaries
(MRDs). The hope to be able to avoid repeating all that painstaking work by lexicographers
proved irresistible. However, the results were unsatisfying and the direction of work essen-
tially abandoned.5 As reported by Ide and Véronis (1993) in their survey of MRD research,
which bears the suggestive title Extracting knowledge bases from machine-readable dictio-
naries: Have we wasted our time?, “The previous ten or fifteen years of work in the field has

5 We think that history might look back on this period of building word nets with similar disillusionment, at
least with respect to sophisticated NLP applications, for which disambiguation is crucial.
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produced little more than a handful of limited and imperfect taxonomies.” In fact, Ide and
Véronis share our group’s longstanding belief that it is not impossible to build large knowl-
edge bases manually (e.g., special ones for NLP), as lexicographers can be trained to do so
efficiently; and, ultimately, one needs lexicographers even in the automatic acquisition loop,
for quality control. The crucial prerequisite for the success of any human-aided machine
acquisition is that the output not be too noisy, since that can make the task of the human
inspector literally overwhelming (the comparison for those who have not tried to clean noisy
linguistic data is debugging someone else’s insufficiently commented code).

Although the OntoSem lexicon is acquired manually, we make all efforts logistically pos-
sible to avoid reinventing the wheel, as by manually incorporating selected aspects of well
compiled external resources, like thesauri and WordNet. For example, in domains that are of
relatively less interest to our current applications, like kinds of mechanisms or hats or frogs,
we list WordNet hyponyms without encoding their ontologically-grounded distinguishing
features. Of course, the decision regarding grain size can be changed as applications require,
and ideally all hyponyms and “near synonyms” (Hirst 1995) will be distinguished by property
values. In addition, we sometimes use meronymic information to jog our memories about
needed lexical items and concepts, and thesauri are constantly consulted in order to treat
clusters of words at a single go.

The lexicon is acquired in conjunction with the ontology, and decisions about where and
how to encode certain types of information are taken with the scope of options straddling
these resources (cf. Section 4.2). The majority of lexical acquisition is carried out in response
to lacunae during text processing by the OntoSem analyzer. Often, a given text-driven need
leads to the simultaneous coverage of a whole nest of words: for example, a recent text
included the word homosexual, which led to the inclusion of concepts and lexical entries
treating a dozen or so words and phrases associated with sexual orientation.

Two widespread but ungrounded assumptions (or, perhaps, traces of wishful thinking)
about lexicon acquisition must be criticized at this point: (a) that lexicons will automatically
materialize from theories (they won’t),6 and (b) that once the semantic issues discussed in
formal semantics literature have been handled, the rest of the work is trivial. In fact, the pau-
city of discussion of a host of difficult lexical items on scholarly pages is as unfortunate as
the overabundance of attention afforded to, say, the grinding rule or the interpretation of the
English lexeme kill is arbitrary. We agree with the critique by Wilks et al. (1996) of the debate
over whether kill should be represented as CAUSE-to-DIE or CAUSE-to-BECOME-NOT-ALIVE:

The continuing appeal to the above pairs not being fully equivalent [(Pulman 1983)]
in the sense of biconditional entailments (true in all conceivable circumstances) has
led to endless silliness, from Sampson’s (1975) claim that words are “indivisible”,
so that no explanations of meaning can be given, let alone analytic definitions, and
even to Fodor’s (1975) use of nonequivalence to found a theory of mental language
rich with innate but indefinable concepts like “telephone”! (Wilks et al. 1996, p. 58).

Decisions about what to acquire and how deeply to describe given entities are taken based
on the usual pragmatic considerations: cost and the needs of applications. Hyponyms of frog
will remain undifferentiated until we either must differentiate them for a herpetology-related
application or we have a cheap way of carrying out the work (as by using semi-automated
methods of extracting the properties of different species of frogs from texts; we are, in fact,
attempting to exploit the current capabilities of the OntoSem analyzer for the machine learn-
ing of at least some portions of ontological and lexical knowledge). Some difficult lexical

6 As Wilks et al. (1996) describe the situation, many practitioners of NLP consider lexicons “primarily
subsidiary” resources expected to “fall out of” their theory of choice (pp. 121f).
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issues have been accounted for in the OntoSem environment at the level of “microtheories”
(well-researched topics for which we have implemented solutions), while others are treated
with what are essentially stop-gap solutions until we either can devote sufficient energy
to developing a full microtheory or can import descriptions from the work of others. An
important methodological choice is pursuing sufficient descriptive depth and breadth while
tempering sometimes overambitious academic enthusiasms.

Having taken the path of tool-supported manual acquisition—the only one we currently
find realistic to serve our goals—we naturally have problems of coverage: our current 30,000
or so senses (not including expansion by lexical rules) are not sufficient for good coverage of
unrestricted text, though the lexicon is steadily growing and many of the frequent “difficult”
items, which occurred in texts processed by the OntoSem analyzer, have already been handled.
On a day-to-day basis, this means that the unexpected input processor in our environment
must work harder than it should have to, and that the production of “gold-standard” TMRs
(which are, essentially, superannotated corpora; see McShane et al. (2005a) for discussion)
is slowed down by supplemental lexical acquisition. We already automatically generate and
process unknown lexical items at run-time, using unidirectional selectional restrictions and
accepting the resultant underspecification (see Nirenburg and Raskin 2004, pp. 279–292 for
a sketch of this type of processing). The next step is to create automatically candidate lexical
entries from the above run-time lexemes and present these machine-generated hypotheses
to acquirers for approval or modification and subsequent addition to the static resources.
However, we have sober expectations about the utility of machine learning of the lexicon:
while we expect it ultimately to work well for less complex items (like common, concrete
nouns), we expect that manual acquirers will continue to bear the full weight of the more
difficult entities (e.g., closed-class items, adjectives and adverbs) indefinitely.7

Another possibility would be to import external resources. The well-documented difficul-
ties in this have caused us to not to pursue this line of work at present.8 On a more positive
note, the current 30,000-sense lexicon of English was created in approximately two person-
years. This means that turning this mid-size resource into a large one is a feasible objective
for the near term.

3.5 General-purpose vs. system-specific lexicons

It is difficult to build useful NLP lexicons without knowing ahead of time what processors
or applications they will serve. In fact, Allan Ramsay (cited in Wilks et al. 1996, p. 135)
has called this impossible due to the extremely narrow “least common denominator” link-
ing theoretical approaches. The difficulty in finding least common denominators has been
met repeatedly in the sister domain of corpus annotation: due to the expense of annotating

7 As an aside, we are quite optimistic about the possibility of learning ontological property values by auto-
matically reading and reasoning over texts, that is, “learning by reading”. Work on this is underway, although
still in the early stages.
8 A recent report (Crouch and Holloway King, 2005) reflects the difficulty of resource merging: in their case,
merging verbal information from XLE, WordNet, Cyc and VerbNet:

To summarize, extracting the data from external resources into a format that we could then merge into
UL entries involved a significant amount of work. Even for someone intimately familiar with all the
resources, the conversion would have been non-trivial. Unfortunately, these resources are involved
enough that an indepth understanding of all of them is difficult and so much effort was spent on
figuring out what should be extracted, converting it to a uniform format during the extraction, and
then doing quality assurance on the results. (Crouch and Holloway King, 2005, p. 35)

Then, as they further report, the extracted data needs to be merged—another hurdle altogether.
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a corpus, effort has been expended to make the result useful for as many practitioners as
possible. However, by the time the inventory of markers is limited, on the one hand, by
theoretically agreed-upon constructs and labels, and, on the other hand, by the ability of
annotators to achieve consistency and consensus, the actual markup is less deep or robust
that any individual group or theory would ideally desire.

By committing to a known processing environment, and developing that environment
along with the knowledge bases it uses, we have vastly simplified our task, as will be seen
in the examples in Section 4. One way of fully appreciating the advantages of environment-
specificity is to look at lexicons that were bound by environment-neutral ground rules—as
was the case with the SIMPLE project (Lenci et al. 2000a, b). SIMPLE developers were
tasked with building 10,000-sense “harmonised” semantic lexicons for 12 European Union
languages with no knowledge of the processors or theoretical frameworks they might need
ultimately to serve.9 In this rather extended comparison of OntoSem and SIMPLE we will
suggest that committing to a given theoretical framework, and relying on the expectation that
certain types of resources will be available (although not necessarily specific implementations
of them), might be a more productive path for the long term.

The SIMPLE lexicons are monolingual lexicons developed independently, with the word
stock based on corpus evidence for each language. To ensure some overlap of lexical senses,
certain Base Concepts of EuroWordNet are covered in each language (462 nominal, 187
verbal and 185 adjectival Base Concepts that were culled and cleaned from EuroWordNet).
This overlap permits some degree of direct interlinking among languages. Pustejovsky’s four
qualia (Pustejovsky, 1995; Nirenburg and Raskin 2004, pp. 125–128) are used to specify
certain aspects of word meaning. As described by Pederson and Keson (1999),

The Qualia Structure involves four different roles: (i) the formal role, which pro-
vides information that distinguishes an entity within a larger set, (ii) the agentive
role, which concerns the origin of an entity, (iii) the telic role, which concerns the
typical function of an entity, and (iv) the constitutive role, which expresses a variety
of relations concerning the internal constitution of an entity. (Pederson and Keson
1999, p. 46)

A common library of 140 template types is used to guide acquisition in all languages.
Lenci et al. (2000b) summarize the information that can be represented in a SIMPLE

lexicon entry:

(i) semantic type, corresponding to the template the SemU (semantic unit) instan-
tiates; (ii) domain information; (iii) lexicographic gloss; (iv) argument structure for
predicative SemUs; (v) selectional restrictions on the arguments; (vi) event type, to
characterise the aspectual properties of verbal predicates; (vii) link of the arguments to
the syntactic subcategorization frames, as represented in the PAROLE lexicons; (viii)
Qualia Structure; (ix) information about regular polysemous alternation in which a
word sense may enter; (x) cross-part-of-speech relations (e.g. intelligent — intelli-
gence; writer — to write; (xi) synonymy. (Lenci et al. 2000b, p. 5)

Figure 2 shows the SemU for a sense of lancet, instantiating the template Instrument.
EuroWordNet anchors the semantic description in SIMPLE. However, like the original

English WordNet, it is not a property-rich ontology but, rather, a hierarchical net of lexical
items whose use in NLP has the same shortcomings as any nonontological word net (e.g., lack

9 The languages are Catalan, Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Italian, Portuguese,
Spanish, Swedish. The work continues the earlier PAROLE project, which developed 20K-sense morpholog-
ical and syntactic lexicons for these languages.
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Fig. 2 SemU for a sense of lancet, instantiating the template Instrument (Palmer et al. 2000)

of disambiguating power and lack of sufficient relations between entities). In order to make up
for the paucity of information in the semantic substrate, each SIMPLE lexicon contains what
would, we believe, be more efficiently recorded in a single, sufficient ontology. For example,
when the lexicon acquirers for each language use the Instrument template to describe lancet,
they must rerecord in the lexicon of each language all of the language-independent property
values for this lexical item, like the values for the four qualia, the domain, the unification
path, etc.10 This is significant redundancy and, moreover, there is no guarantee that acquirers
will arrive at the same decisions, either through error, oversight or competing analyses of the
phenomena in question.

Let us compare the SIMPLE and OntoSem approaches using the example of pudding,
which is cited in numerous documents related to SIMPLE. (The reader may wish to read
this section after Section 4, which contains further description of representational means in
OntoSem.) SIMPLE developers consider the values of the four qualia as key to the interpre-
tation (in parentheses) of sentences like (3), cited in Lenci et al. (2000a).

(3) a. John refused the pudding (= refused to eat; the value of the quale ‘telic’ is ‘eat’);
b. That’s an easy pudding (= easy to make; the value of the quale ‘agentive’ is ‘make’);

10 The SIMPLE project has actually moved toward an Extended Qualia Structure with more fine-grained
subtypes of given qualia. As an aside, we see a parallel between focusing on qualia in lexical description
and, for example, focusing on classes of verbs with respect to their alternations, as is done, for example, in
Levin (1995). While the descriptions that derive from theoretically-driven research such as this can certainly
be useful, when it comes to writing “well-rounded” semantic descriptions of words for large-scale systems,
there is no distinction between a Quale and other properties. Similarly, the fact that a verb belongs to some
group with respect to alternations is no more or less important than its other potential group membership along
other parameters. See Nirenburg and Raskin (2004) for further discussion of these and related issues.
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Fig. 3 Subset of the OntoSem properties and values for the concept PUDDING

c. There is pudding on the floor (= substance; the value of the quale ‘formal’ is ‘sub-
stance’);

d. The pudding came out well (= has been made well; the value of the quale ‘agentive’
is ‘make’);

e. That was a nice bread pudding (= made of/ingredient; the value of the quale
‘constitutive’ is ‘ingredients’)

We were not able to find a more detailed description of the reasoning algorithms that would
be supported by these values for qualia and therefore how full semantic analysis (including
all kinds of disambiguation) could be achieved using this resource.

For comparison, what follows is a description of the knowledge and processes used in
OntoSem to arrive at a full semantic interpretation of these same sentences, as well as any
like phenomena encountered during text processing. In the OntoSem environment, the onto-
logical specification of the concept PUDDING contains much of the needed information for
processing all the above sentences containing pudding. Figure 3 shows a subset (for reasons
of space) of the properties and values for the concept PUDDING in the OntoSem ontology;
the first four are locally specified while the others are inherited.

Since all of the necessary information about PUDDING is encoded in the ontology, the
OntoSem lexicon entry for pudding need only contain a direct link to the concept.

The analysis of sentences in (3) in OntoSem is carried out as follows. For (3a), there is
a lexical sense of refuse that expects an OBJECT (not an EVENT, as in the main sense) as its
direct object. This sense expects the semantic ellipsis of a verb and, as such, is supplemented
with a meaning procedure called “seek-specification”, which searches for the elided event
(cf. Section 4.6). There are two sources it searches: previous TMRs, for a recent semantically
viable event, and the ontology itself, for an EVENT (or EVENTs) whose default AGENT is
HUMAN and default THEME is PUDDING. This search procedure in some cases returns more
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than one candidate event to reconstruct the semantic ellipsis. While this is not always ideal,
it does reflect precisely the type of lexical ambiguity that can be resolved only by contextual
clues. For example, the sentence (3a) could be used in a supermarket context to describe a
situation where John refused to take/accept a free box of pudding that was being pushed upon
him by a promoter. The desire to be able to treat this second reading of the sentence is the
reason for treating constraints in OntoSem abductively. As far as we can tell, the constraints
in SIMPLE are rigid: “telic = eat” for pudding is a hard constraint. In fact, the example
(3a) is representative of a much broader class of phenomena known as semantic ellipsis, the
treatment of which must be carried out by procedural semantic routines (see McShane et al.,
2004a).

Example (3b) is another case that OntoSem handles through lexical and procedural seman-
tics working in tandem. The NP easy pudding is actually a construction {a value on the scale
DIFFICULTY+ARTIFACT} that is known to involve semantic ellipsis. Thus, we prepare for it
in the OntoSem lexicon by associating this construction with the seek-specification meaning
procedure, described above, which handles with equal efficacy easy pudding (PREPARE-
FOOD), easy song (PERFORM-MUSIC), etc.

Example (3c) is handled trivially based on the fact that PUDDING is a PHYSICAL-OBJECT

and, like all PHYSICAL-OBJECTs, is ontologically defined for LOCATION.
Example (3d) is analyzed using the information that PUDDING is a PREPARED-FOOD and,

as such, is the THEME-OF PREPARE-FOOD, which in turn is a child of CREATE-ARTIFACT.
The lexicalized phrasal {ARTIFACT+come out+a value of evaluative modality} is mapped to
CREATE-ARTIFACT, with the THEME being the given ARTIFACT and the evaluative modality
being concretized based on the evaluative value of the lexical item (e.g., well, as in (3d) is
mapped to evaluative 0.7). This phrasal, of course, works for any ARTIFACT and any value
of evaluative modality, so lexicalizing it once is a real saving in time and effort.

Example (3e) has two possible treatments in OntoSem: on the one hand, the lexical item
bread pudding could (and, ultimately, should, though it is not in the OntoSem lexicon at the
moment) be listed as a phrasal in the lexicon, described as PUDDING: HAS-OBJECT-AS-PART

BREAD. However, if it is not listed, it is treated by our productive rules for treating noun–
noun compounds. One of the noun–noun compound rules is that the pattern MATERIAL+N
is analyzed as N:HAS-OBJECT-AS-PART:MATERIAL.

To tie up this comparison with SIMPLE, let us say that we believe that the SIMPLE devel-
opers invented a nice approach to multilingual lexicon acquisition considering the ground
rules given to them; however, those ground rules were far from optimum. While it goes without
saying that knowledge should not be indiscriminately intermingled with code, thus making
the knowledge system-independent, being required to serve all real and potential masters is
just not possible. Knowledge acquirers must be permitted to make assumptions about the
processing environment and the availability of outside resources that can supplement their
efforts.

4 The heart of the matter: the largely language-independent lexicon

The central lexical acquisition task in OntoSem is describing meaning. This, in turn, involves
simultaneous acquisition of three kinds of knowledge: ontological concepts, lexicon entries,
and semantic procedures (mostly triggered from lexicon entries) for computing contextual
meaning. In the sections below we discuss some lexical expressive means available in Onto-
Sem knowledge resources and the implications they have for a largely language-independent
lexicon.
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4.1 Property-modified SEM-STRUCs as virtual ontological concepts

The most obvious means of representing lexical meaning in an ontological semantic envi-
ronment is to map a lexeme directly onto an ontological concept: e.g., dog > DOG. The
ontological description of DOG includes the fact that it has all the typical body parts of its
parent CANINE, that it is the AGENT-OF BARK, the THEME-OF CYNOMANIA (intense enthu-
siasm for dogs) and CYNOPHOBIA (fear of dogs), etc. In short, direct ontological mapping
does not constitute upper-case semantics in the traditional sense. In the case of argument-
taking lexemes, the syntactic arguments and semantic roles need to be appropriately associ-
ated using variables, as shown in watch-v1 (1) above.

A variation on this theme is to map a lexeme to a concept but, in the lexicon, further
constrain some property value(s) of that concept, as in the examples in (4).

(4) a. Zionist is described as a POLITICAL-ROLE that is the AGENT-OF a SUPPORT event
whose THEME is Israel.

b. asphalt (v.) is described as a COVER event whose INSTRUMENT is ASPHALT and
default THEME is ROADWAY-ARTIFACT (in the ontological description of COVER

the constraint on INSTRUMENT and THEME is PHYSICAL-OBJECT, which is much
more generic, much higher in the ontological hierarchy than either ASPHALT or
ROADWAY-ARTIFACT).

c. recall (v.) (as in recall a product) is described as a RETURN-OBJECT event that
is CAUSED-BY a FOR-PROFIT-CORPORATION and whose THEME is ARTIFACT,
INGESTIBLE or MATERIAL.

The lexical constraining of ontological property values could be viewed as creating virtual,
unlabeled concepts.

The question, then, is how does one determine whether a given meaning should be recorded
as a new ontological concept (say, ASPHALT-EVENT) or be expressed lexically by tightening
constraints on an existing concept (as in (4b))? There are two non-conflicting answers to
this question. On the one hand, we have been guided by the notion that the ontology, as a
language-neutral resource, should contain only those meanings that are found in a large num-
ber of languages, so whereas DOG is a good candidate for an ontological concept, ASPHALT-
EVENT seems less so. Naturally, this is not a precise criterion, but we do not know how it
could be otherwise (without embarking on an entire program of study devoted to this deci-
sion-making process). On the other hand, in OntoSem, it really does not matter whether
certain kinds of meaning are described ontologically or lexically, since the resources are
leveraged together. So, a treatment of asphalt (v.) that is completely synonymous to the one
in (4b) may involve creating the ontological concept ASPHALT-EVENT as a child of COVER

whose INSTRUMENT is ASPHALT and whose default THEME is ROADWAY-ARTIFACT; then
the lexicon entry would include a direct mapping to this concept. (For further discussion of
this point, see Section 4.7.)

The possibility of creating virtual ontological concepts within the sem-struc zone of
the OntoSem lexicon entry is the first bit of evidence that the OntoSem lexicon is not entirely
language specific: after all, there are other languages that have lexemes meaning ‘Zionist’,
‘to asphalt’ or ‘to recall (some good)’. Once a sem-struc expressing such a meaning is
developed for one language, it can be reused in others.11

11 If, for example, the first OntoSem lexicon created were for German, it is possible (though would not be
recommended) that the acquirer would create a special concept for WHITE-HORSE, since German has a word
for that (Schimmel). If an English lexicon were bootstrapped from the German one, either the acquirer would
ignore that lexical sense and concept, or would encode the phrasal white horse.
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4.2 Paraphrases in semantic interpretation

The potential for paraphrase, both during knowledge acquisition (when describing words
and phrases in the lexicon and ontology) and during text processing (when generating TMRs
of input text) seems inevitable despite a theoretical preference for excluding paraphrase in
the metalanguage. We consider paraphrase in knowledge acquisition and in text processing
in turn.

Consider the phrasal weapons of mass destruction, for which two OntoSem lexicon acquir-
ers, working separately, came up with different but equally valid descriptions: one was a set
containing CHEMICAL-WEAPON and BIOLOGICAL-WEAPON, and the other was WEAPON

with the potential (a high value of potential modality) to be the INSTRUMENT of KILLing
more than 10,000 HUMANs.12 Since we were not pursuing the domain of warfare in any great
detail—in which case a domain expert might not only have preferences, but might provide
us with greater detail about all relevant concepts—these descriptions were created without
undue ado and roughly agree with our current grain-size of description.

The important point here is that both of these descriptions will support the same types
of reasoning, since CHEMICAL-WEAPON and BIOLOGICAL-WEAPON are described in the
ontology as having the potential to be the INSTRUMENT of KILLing many HUMANs as well.
Therefore, these lexical representations are valid paraphrases, and either is perfectly accept-
able. Of course, saying that more than one variant is acceptable flies in the face of the vast
majority of evaluation efforts of the past decade or so; but let us not put the cart (evaluation) in
front of the horse (task-oriented NLP). Dealing with semantics is not as neat as dealing with
syntax and it will never become so: paraphrases, different interpretations of emphasis, etc.,
are part of the semantics game. Evaluation metrics, therefore, must be developed accordingly
or we, as a field, will be the source of our own artificially created bottleneck.

Our goal for multilingual lexical acquisition is simply to avoid duplicating analysis of such
entities during the acquisition of each new language or, worse yet, endless quibbling over
which among competing analyses was best (Should it be 10,000 people or 20,000 people?
What about animals being killed? And plants? And property destroyed?). The strong meth-
odological preference for reusing semantic descriptions once formulated does not imply that
the first lexicon acquired is expected to reflect all the right answers, or that the semantic
description for that language should be set in stone. However, it does mean that acquirers
should choose their semantic battles carefully in order to support practical progress in real
time.

At the level of text processing, paraphrase involves language inputs that are understood by
people as different surface realizations of essentially the same meaning. For example, while
people might find the assertions in (5) essentially synonymous,

(5) a. Mr. Smith said that the truck arrived late.
b. According to Mr. Smith, the truck arrived late.

in the current implementation of OntoSem the TMR for (5a) will include a SPEECH-EVENT,
whereas the TMR for (5b) will not. Therefore, the role of Mr. Smith will be described in

12 We could, alternatively, have created a concept WEAPON-OF-MASS-DESTRUCTION, whose parent would
be WEAPON and children would be CHEMICAL-WEAPON and BIOLOGICAL-WEAPON. We tend not to cre-
ate special concepts for groups of things, however, since we have expressive means for sets available in the
lexicon.
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the case of (5a) using the filler of the AGENT slot of the SPEECH-EVENT, and in the case
of (5b), as the filler for the property ATTRIBUTED-TO of a MODALITY frame whose TYPE

is epistemic and whose scope is the meaning of the truck arrived late. The current Onto-
Sem analyzer will always produce only one of the paraphrases for any given input because
its current compositional-semantics algorithms rely on descriptions in the static knowledge
resources: the ontology and the lexicon. It is the choices made in formulating those resources
that cause the preference for a particular paraphrase.

OntoSem already has means for establishing paraphrase relations for lexical selection
paraphrases along the hyperonymy/hyponymy axis: for example, the system can recognize
that he made a cake and he baked a cake are, with a high probability, paraphrases and that
their meaning can be represented by the same TMR (see for example Mahesh et al. 1997).
A detailed classification of paraphrase types and an investigation of acceptability of TMR
paraphrases from the standpoint of the utility of TMRs as the basis for reasoning are in our
plans for future work.

4.3 Complex semantic descriptions

The more complex a semantic description is, and the more time and thought it takes to create,
the greater the potential benefit of reusing it cross-linguistically. Let us consider just a handful
of such examples.

Take the case of adverbs. Not surprisingly, they tend not to be included in ontologies or
semantic webs (or, for that matter, in corpus annotation). However, they are as important
as any other lexemes to a full semantic interpretation and, as such, receive full treatment in
OntoSem lexicons. Consider, as an example, the description of overboard (6), which says that
the event that it modifies must be a MOTION-EVENT whose SOURCE is SURFACE-WATER-
VEHICLE and whose DESTINATION is BODY-OF-WATER.

(6) (overboard-adv1
(cat adv)
(anno

(def "indicates that the source of the motion
is a boat and the destination is a body
of water")

(ex "They threw the rotten food overboard. He
jumped overboard."))

(syn-struc
((root $var1) (cat v)

(mods ((root $var0) (cat adv)
(type post-verb-clause)))))

(sem-struc
(ˆ$var1 (sem motion-event)

(source surface-water-vehicle)
(destination body-of-water))))

While this description is quite transparent, it requires that the acquirer find three key
concepts in the ontology, which takes more time than simply replacing the head word by an
L2 equivalent (e.g., Russian z a bopm [za bort]). More conceptually difficult is an adjective
like mitigating (7).
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(7) (mitigating-adj1
(cat adj)
(anno

(def "having the effect of moderating the
intensity of some property")

(ex "mitigating circumstances (i.e.,
circumstances that lessen the intensity
of some property of some object or event
that is recoverable from the context)"))

(syn-struc
((mods ((root $var0) (cat adj))
(root $var1) (cat n))

(sem-struc
(ˆ$var1

(effect (> (value refsem1.intensity))))
(refsem1 (property)))

(meaning-procedure (seek-specification
(value refsem1)
reference-procedures)))

Cutting through the formalism, the semantic description says: the noun modified by miti-
gating has the effect of lessening the intensity of some property value of some object or event;
which property of which object or event needs to be determined using procedural semantic
reasoning (not a simple task; more on that in Section 4.5). There are three important points
here: first, coming up with a semantic interpretation for this word is not easy; second, once we
do come up with one, it would be nice to use it for more than one language (our hypothetical
Russian lexicon acquirer should really appreciate not to have to reinvent this representa-
tion for [smjagchajushchij]!); and, third, despite the fact that the recorded
semantic analysis of this entity does not take care of all aspects of its interpretation (like
those that must be contextually determined by procedural semantics), it does as much as a
lexical description can be expected to do.

It is not only adjectives and adverbs that can present a choice space that takes time to sort
through. In (8) we offer a few examples of select senses of words from other parts of speech,
written in what we hope is an obvious shorthand.

(8) a. fee (n.) MONEY (THEME-OF: CHARGE)
b. violist (n.) MUSICIAN (AGENT-OF (PLAY-MUSICAL-INSTRUMENT (THEME: VI-

OLA)))
c. file (n.) SET (MEMBER-TYPE: DOCUMENT)
d. aflame (adj.) the modified is the THEME of BURN

e. exempt (from sth.) (adj.) the modified is the BENEFICIARY of an EXEMPT event
whose THEME is the OBJECT of the from-PP

f. managing (adj.) the modified is the AGENT of a MANAGEMENT-ACTIVITY

(so managing editor is an EDITOR (AGENT-OF MANAGEMENT-ACTIVITY))

In sum, any time that a semantic description requires more work than direct mapping
to an ontological concept, there are gains to be had by interpreting that description as a
language-neutral representation of meaning that can then be associated with the correspond-
ing head words in different languages. As with the case of weapons of mass destruction, we
fully expect that different acquirers might come up with different semantic representations;
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as long as the representation encoded is reasonable, we tend not to pursue lists of alterna-
tive options (large-scale acquisition of semantics by committee could be the mother of all
bottlenecks!).

4.4 Pleonastics, light verbs and the like

The reader might have reached this point wondering why we do not just ontologize mean-
ing in all cases where possible, thus circumventing the need to rely on extended descriptive
sem-strucs in the lexicon. The main reason is that many aspects of semantics are not,
in our view, ontological but, rather, grammatical or otherwise extra-ontological. Our first
case in point (for others, see Section 4.5) are pleonastic elements, light verbs, and other
grammatical “support” elements that essentially lack meaning. These elements support the
compositional semantics of other elements in known ways, and those ways can be explic-
itly recorded in the lexicon. In terms of cross-linguistic reuse of semantic descriptions, we
hypothesize that genetically related languages that use such support elements will use them in
at least some similar ways in connection with some similar lexemes, making the acquisition
of such elements faster in L2 than in L1.

Consider, for example, pleonastic it in constructions like those in (9).

(9) a. It is snowing (raining, etc.)
b. It is thought (known, understood, etc.) that ...
c. ... find it crazy (strange, etc.) that ...

In all of these cases, it carries no meaning, and its productive interpretation (as a coreferring
3rd-person singular pronoun) must be blocked. We encode the null semantics of it using
the descriptor (null-sem +), and represent the rest of the semantics in the given con-
structions in the normal way (10). While an acquirer of Russian will not exploit this lexical
sense, an acquirer of French can, since syntactically and semantically Il pleut is precisely
equivalent.

(10) (rain-v1
(cat v)
(morph )
(anno
(def "")
(ex "It’s raining; it rains a lot here"))

(syn-struc
((subject ((root $var1) (cat n) (root it)))
(root $var0) (cat v)))

(sem-struc
(rainstorm)
(ˆ$var1 (null-sem +)))))

Although English does not use light verbs as widely as, say, Persian, it still has traces of
them that can illustrate how we encode the meaning of the larger structures in which they
participate. An example of a quasi-light verb in English is suffer in the context of someone
suffering a MEDICAL-EVENT. As shown in the relevant sense of suffer in (11), the meaning of
the direct object, which must be a MEDICAL-EVENT, is the head of the semantic interpretation,
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with the subject of the suffering being the EXPERIENCER of that MEDICAL-EVENT. The word
suffer effectively goes away, as it should, since it carries no real semantics.13

(11) (suffer-v2
(cat v)
(anno
(def "to be the experiencer of a medical problem")
(ex "He suffered a heart attack"))

(syn-struc
((subject ((root $var1) (cat n)))
(root $var0) (cat v)
(directobject ((root $var2) (cat n)))))

(sem-struc
(ˆ$var2 (sem medical-event)
(experiencer (value ˆ$var1)))))

So, preparing an analysis system not to assign semantics to given elements in given
contexts is as important as preparing it to assign semantics. The natural place to provide
such construction-sensitive information is the lexicon. Since certain types of constructions
are prevalent in certain families of languages, sem-strucs that predict the null semantics
of given entities can potentially be reused in related languages.

4.5 Extra-ontological meaning: modality, aspect, time and quantification

The lexemes we just discussed have no ontologically grounded meaning since they have no
meaning at all. However, within the theory of Ontological Semantics, many lexemes that
do carry full semantics are, nevertheless, not represented in ontological terms. They are,
instead, treated through what we call “parametric microtheories” and cover such phenomena
as modality, aspect, time and certain other types of meaning (like quantification, which we
will not go into here). Since all languages express at least some moods, aspects and times,
the sem-strucs that carry the burden of semantic description can and should be used
cross-linguistically. We will very briefly consider each of these subtypes of extra-ontological
parametric meanings with the modest goal of providing a taste of this aspect of semantic
description (we point the reader to Chapter 8 of Nirenburg and Raskin (2004) for further
discussion).

4.5.1 Modality

Modalities, very broadly defined, express speaker attitudes. They can scope over proposi-
tions or components of propositions. Among the hundred or so English lexemes that express
modality are auxiliaries like plan, try, want, intend, need and hate. All of these take a subject
and an infinitival complement with to. Others, like might, take an infinitival complement
without to. In either case, the value of the modality scopes over the meaning of the comple-

13 A really close semantic interpretation might make a distinction between, for example, have a heart attack
and suffer a heart attack, in that the latter more directly implies that this is a bad thing; however, this is beyond
what we consider a practical and supportable depth at this time.
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ment. For example, the auxiliary might as in (12) is described as 0.5 on the abstract scale of
0–1 of the “epistemic” modality, which deals with the truth value of a statement (13).14

(12) He might come over.

(13) (might-aux1
(cat aux)
(synonyms "may")
(anno
(def "expresses a medium possibility of something

happening")
(ex "He might come over"))
(syn-struc
((subject ((root $var1) (cat n)))
(root $var0) (cat v)
(inf-cl ((root $var2) (cat v)))))

(sem-struc
(ˆ$var2 (epistemic 0.5) (agent (value ˆ$var1))))

(meaning-procedure (fix-case-role (value ˆ$var1)
(value ˆ$var2))))

The meaning of the lexeme almost, as in (14), is similarly expressed using a value of a
modality, in this case, 0.9 on the abstract (0–1) scale of epiteuctic modality, which deals with
the success of an event (15).

(14) She almost got an A on the exam.

(15) (almost-adv1
(cat adv)
(anno
(def "nearly")
(ex "She almost got an A on the exam"))
(syn-struc
((root $var1) (cat v)
(mods ((root $var0) (cat adv)))))

(sem-struc
(ˆ$var1 (epiteuctic (0.9)))))

The modalities currently used in OntoSem (which reflect only one possible inventory, with
no less fodder for debate than the case-roles) are: epistemic, belief, obligative, permissive,
potential, evaluative, intentional, epiteuctic, effort, volitive, saliency.

4.5.2 Aspect

Aspect is divided into phase, with values {begin, continue, end, begin-continue-end} and
iteration, with values {single, multiple, [any number or range]}. Like modality, aspect scopes

14 This meaning procedure reassigns a case-role if the listed AGENT case-role is inappropriate considering
the meaning of $var1 and/or $var2. For example, in (i), truck is a THEME of a MOTION-EVENT, not an
AGENT, and in (ii), he is an EXPERIENCER of a DISEASE event, not an AGENT of it.

(i) The truck might come.
(ii) He might get sick.
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over a proposition. The meanings of, for example, begin and repeatedly are captured by values
of phase (16) and iteration (17), respectively.

If the complement of begin is not overt in the text, as in (18), the OntoSem analyzer
attempts to recover this semantic ellipsis using heuristically and stochastically supporting
reasoning (see McShane et al. 2004b).

(16) (begin-v3
(cat v)
(synonyms "start")
(anno
(def "to commence; followed by a ‘to’ infinitive")
(ex "John began to study chemistry"))
(syn-struc
((subject ((root $var1) (cat n)))
(root $var0) (cat v)
(xcomp ((root $var2) (cat v)))))

(sem-struc
(ˆ$var2 (phase begin) (agent (value ˆ$var1))))

(meaning-procedure (fix-case-role (value ˆ$var1)
(value ˆ$var2))))

(17) (repeatedly-adv1
(cat adv)
(synonyms "time_and_again" "time_and_time_again"

"numerous_times" "over_and_over"
"over_and_over_again" "recurrently"
"reiteratively" "again_and_again")

(anno
(def "numerous times")
(ex "He repeatedly reminded his colleagues about

the meetings"))
(syn-struc
((root $var1) (cat v)
(mods ((root $var0) (cat adv)

(type pre-post-verb-clause)))))
(sem-struc

(ˆ$var1 (iteration multiple))))

(18) I’ll begin in a little while.

4.5.3 Time

Another set of extra-ontological semantic descriptors is used for time expressions, as shown
by lexical senses of yesterday (19) and shortly after (20). Many time expressions, like
yesterday, include calls to the procedural semantic programs find-anchor-time or
combine-time (cf. Section 4.6).
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(19) (yesterday-adv1
(cat adv)
(anno
(def "indicates the day before the anchor day")
(ex "Yesterday he admitted (he admitted yesterday)

that...; this all happened yesterday"))
(syn-struc

((root $var1) (cat v)
(mods ((root $var0) (cat adv)

(type pre-verb-post-clause)))))
(sem-struc

(ˆ$var1
(time (combine-time (find-anchor-time)

day before)))))

(20) (shortly_after
(cat prep)
(synonyms "on_the_tail_of" "right_after"

"soon_after" "immediately_after")
(anno

(def "a temporal relation; the configuration is
[clause shortly_after pp]")

(ex "President X arrived shortly after President
Y’s departure"))

(syn-struc
((cl ((root $var1) (cat cl)))

(pp ((root $var0) (obj ((root $var2)
(cat np)))))))

(sem-struc
(ˆ$var1 (sem event) (time (> value ˆ$var2.time))

(time-interval 0.1)))
(ˆ$var2 (sem event))))

In summary, there are certain types of meaning, like modality, aspect and time, that are,
from our theoretical viewpoint, not ontological. However, words and phrases that express
such meanings are found in most languages, so the encodings of those meanings—for us,
found in lexical sem-strucs—should be exploited cross-linguistically.

4.6 Meaning procedures

Many aspects of meaning cannot be described statically but, rather, must be computed. The
triggers for this process are usually lexical items. The most well-described representatives
of this class are, of course, the pronouns, automated resolution procedures for which have
occupied vast resources in the NLP community. But the sheer weight of literature devoted
to the pronouns should not overshadow the many other lexical items that similarly require
their base meaning to be contextually specified on the fly. In this section, we discuss just a
few such cases (see McShane et al. 2004a for further discussion).

Before proceeding, let us underscore that we do not adopt procedural semantics as our
overarching lexical theory, such that common objects like chair would need to be associated
with procedural routines to seek out their extensions (see Wilks et al. 1996, pp. 20–22 for
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discussion of various interpretations of procedural semantics). Instead, we apply the term only
to that subclass of lexical phenomena that predictably require a context-bound specification
of their meaning.

Take, as a first example, the delimit-scale meaning procedure, which calculates the
modified value of a scalar-attribute that is expressed as a point on the abstract {0,1} scale.
This meaning procedure is called in lexical entries for words like very, extremely (21), quite,
moderately, somewhat, etc.

(21) (extremely-adv1
(cat adv)
(anno
(def "on the very high end of the given scale")
(ex "They have an extremely expensive house"))
(syn-struc
((mods ((root $var0) (cat adv)))
(root $var1)
(cat (or (adj adv)))))

(sem-struc)
(meaning-procedure (delimit-scale (value ˆ$var1)

extreme 0.2)))

If expensive is lexically described as 0.8 on the scale of cost, then extremely expensive
will be calculated—by the delimit-scale meaning procedure—as a value of 1 on that
same scale of cost (calculated by taking the 0.8 value in expensive and moving it 0.2 toward
the extreme end of the scale). Similarly, very expensive will be 0.9 calculated as 0.8+0.1,
since the last input parameter for delimit-scale in very is 0.1, not 0.2. Finally, moder-
ately expensive will be 0.8 + (−0.1) = 0.7, since the arguments for delimit-scale in
moderately are mean .1 (i.e., bring the value toward the mean of the abstract scale by 0.1).

A few more examples of our many meaning procedures are as follows.

– specify-approximation: called in entries like approximately and used to calculate
an actual value (albeit understood as imprecise) for input like approximately 10 feet,
approximately 100years;

– trigger-reference: called in pronominal entries to find the coreferent for pronouns
using a statistically weighted inventory of syntactic and semantic heuristics;

– seek-specification: called in entries that predictably contain semantic ellipsis,
like start+OBJECT, in which the nature of the EVENT of which the OBJECT is a THEME

must be determined using ontology-based reasoning.

This Cook’s tour through meaning procedures is intended merely to show yet another
aspect of lexical knowledge that cannot be simply put into an ontology and thus made available
for multilingual lexical linking. Instead, the calls to procedural semantic programs can be
ported from sem-struc to sem-struc and, we hypothesize, the programs themselves
will also be largely reusable, perhaps with language-specific refining of heuristics.

Meaning procedures are another area in which the higher-complexity cases provide the
strongest argument for multilingual reuse. For example, the specify-approximation
meaning procedure does not apply the same mathematical calculation to every case; instead,
we have semantically defined subclasses that capture the intentions of real-world use (if one
says at about 10:00 the time buffer is around ten minutes either way, whereas if one says at
about 10:02 the buffer is probably no more than a minute). The formal realization of these
intuitions, available as an algorithm, certainly has cross-lingual applicability.
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4.7 So where is the line between lexicon and ontology?

A natural question to arise in the wake of the above description is where, exactly, the boundary
is between lexical knowledge and ontological knowledge in OntoSem. Certain aspects of the
answer are straightforward:

– All knowledge that is extra-ontological, as described in Section 4.5, resides in the lexicon.
– All meanings that are represented as the value of an attribute reside in the lexicon: for

example intelligent is represented as a high value of the scalar INTELLIGENCE, whereas
stupid is represented as a low value.

– All entities that can be distinguished only at a grain size below the one we are pursuing
are lexically encoded as a synonym or hyponym of another word, not as an ontological
concept (we try not to add ontological concepts that lack distinguishing property values
from their parents and siblings, though this preference is not enforced as a rule).

– All idioms are lexical, as are many types of semantically compositional but syntactically
idiosyncratic phrasals (e.g., X is # year(s) old).

Beyond these generalizations, things become rather more difficult to classify because we
are working with the continuum “more ontological” to “more lexical”. Some guiding but
non-binding principles are:

– The ontology should be as language-neutral as possible, avoiding notions that belong
exclusively to some particular language or culture.

– The ontology, but not the lexicon, supports inheritance, so if a semantic meaning has
subclasses, it is better to create a new concept for it.

– If a meaning is to be used as a filler of a property, either in the ontology or in the lexicon,
it is convenient to make it a concept, thereby avoiding reification in multiple places.

– If one wants to describe a given entity in terms of known property values of more broadly
defined entities, this must be done in the lexicon. For example, the ontology contains the
information that DOGs typically have a WEIGHT of between two and 100 pounds. Say
we want to encode information about pugs, which are relatively light-medium weight
dogs (13–18 pounds, actually). On the one hand, we can create a lexicon entry for pug
whose sem-struc is (dog (weight (.3 <> .4)). On the other hand, we can
create an ontological concept PUG, which is a child of DOG. However, in that new con-
cept we cannot encode a PUG’s weight as an abstract percentage of the weight of a DOG:
the descriptor (weight .2) does not carry that meaning in the ontology (the implicit
question would be, “.2 of what?”). If we wanted to indicate what a pug typically weighs,
we would have to look it up somewhere and list it precisely in the ontology.

– The ontology should not become unmanageably large or complex, as one finds, for
example, with some specialized ontologies (certain ontologies of medical terminology
that permit entities to have dozens of lines of inheritance are a good example).

4.8 How directly reusable are lexical descriptions?

In this paper, we have been making a case for the reusability of lexical descriptions across
languages. If, as we have suggested, sem-strucs—no matter what lexicon they originate
from—are building blocks of the representation of word meaning (as opposed to concept
meaning, as is done in the ontology), then the job of writing a lexicon for L2 based on the
lexicon for L1 should, in large part, be limited to:
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(a) providing an L2 translation for the head word(s),
(b) making any necessary syn-struc adjustments,
(c) checking/modifying the linking among variables between thesyn- andsem-strucs.

This conception of cross-linguistic lexicon development derives from the Principle of
Practical Effability (Nirenburg and Raskin 2004), which states that what can be expressed in
one language can somehow be expressed in all other languages, be it by a word, a phrase, etc.
In short, we proceed from the assumption that word and phrase meanings across languages
are mostly similar, and that different semantic nuances across languages are an important but
less frequent occurrence.15

Recently, we carried out a small bootstrapping experiment from English to Polish
(McShane et al., 2004c). The benefits of bootstrapping lexicons has long been known. On the
one hand, bootstrapping speeds acquisition of knowledge, especially from more studied lan-
guages to less studied ones; on the other hand, it promises increased consistency of resources
among languages for more seamless multilingual applications.16 For example, whereas one
can indefinitely ponder at what point of the abstract (0–1) scale of size big should lie (0.8,
between 0.7 and 0.9, greater than 0.6, etc.), it is more productive to make some decision,
keep it as consistent as possible across languages as well as across properties (so big would
have the same numerical value as tall and deep), and parameterize automatic reasoners to
understand this interpretation.

While this experiment suggested that a combination of automated and manual boot-
strapping of the OntoSem lexicon would be useful, it also revealed the need for non-trivial
programmatic decisions like the following:

– Whether the base lexicon should be left as is, considering that it is known to have incom-
plete coverage, or whether one should attempt to improve its quality and coverage while
building L2? (The organizational complexity of working on two or more resources simul-
taneously is easy to imagine.)

– Whether L2 acquisition should be driven by correspondences in head words or simply
by the content of sem-struc zones? (For example, all English senses of table will be
in one head entry, and typically will be acquired at once; but should all senses of all L2
translations of table be handled at once during L2 acquisition or should the L2 acquirers
wait until they come upon sem-strucs that represent the given other meanings of the
L2 words?)

– To what extent should the regular acquisition process—including ontology supplemen-
tation and “free form” lexical acquisition—be carried out on L2? (Ideally, it should be
carried out full-scale for each language acquired with very close communication between
acquirers. A high-quality updating interface that linked all languages with all others would
be desirable.)

15 A reviewer posited a different and equally justified point of departure: “Theoretically, lexicographers should
start from the assumption that in a general case lexical meanings of different languages do not coincide. If
they do, so much the better, let us re-use what is available. But the cases of semantic differences between
different languages are frequent enough to be taken seriously.” Yes, indeed. So what practical advice comes
from having two correct but unequal approaches? As always, seek the golden mean: acquirers must be on the
lookout for important differences in meaning across languages, but not let this search derail practical resource
building.
16 Compare, for example, the ParGram project (Butt et al. 2003), which is developing compatible LFG gram-
mars for many languages.
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The answers to all of these, and more such, questions depend not only upon available
resources but also upon the personal preferences of the actual acquirers for given languages
working on given projects at given times.

5 More comparisons with other approaches to semantics

Throughout this discussion we have been drawing comparisons with other theories, ap-
proaches and systems. In this section we will make more extensive comparisons with the work
of a select number of influential NLP practitioners who have taken different approaches to
the semantic processing of text. We undertake this comparison despite the well-known risks
of attempting to encapsulate another’s views and contributions, particularly when they span
decades and naturally respond to ever changing theoretical climates and practical demands.17

All the natural disclaimers are, therefore, in force. We organize the comparisons as lists of
similarities with, and contrasts to, OntoSem. The similarities should be understood namely
as such: similarities, not identities, either in a conceptual or a practical sense. We use abbre-
viations for names of theories only within each local subsection, to balance brevity with
readability.

5.1 Conceptual Dependency and script-based reasoning

We first compare OntoSem with Schank’s Conceptual Dependency (CD) theory (Schank,
1972) and script-based reasoning (Schank and Abelson, 1977). They have in common the
following features:

– Both CD theory and OntoSem seek to generate representations of text meaning.
– Both incorporate an interlingua containing concepts and relationships among them.
– Both use a combination of syntax and semantics to render natural language understanding

largely expectation-based.
– Both consider reasoning central to NLP, so that even meaning that is not explicitly encoded

in input text but is important to the message is accessible.
– Both incorporate scripts into the knowledge substrate.

CD theory and OntoSem contrast with each other in the following respects:

– The inventory of primitives used as building blocks in CD theory is very small, around a
dozen at one point in the life of the theory. The OntoSem ontology, by contrast, contains
thousands of concepts (but many-to-one lexicon-to-ontology mappings are, nevertheless,
the norm, as the lexicon contains tens of thousands of senses).

– A basic tenet of CD theory is that all paraphrases in language must produce the same
conceptual dependency structure. Although we strive for the same goal in OntoSem, we
accept that some paraphrase within TMR is inevitable until such time as very robust rea-
soners can remove it. Currently, simple paraphrases (in which different words instantiate

17 We include this section in response to reviewers’ requests for more comparisons with other established
approaches. Although in the context of the paper this section is optional, and although Ontological Semantics
has been theoretically situated previously (see Nirenburg and Raskin (2001), and Chapter 3 of Nirenburg and
Raskin (2004), entitled “Ontological Semantics and the Study of Meaning in Linguistics, Philosophy, and Com-
putational Linguistics”), we appreciate readers’ desires for a local contextualization of the system and attempt
to provide that here. This section focuses on systems and integrated environments rather than free-standing
resources, like WordNet or FrameNet, whose profiles are well known.
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the same concepts) yield identical TMRs, whereas more difficult paraphrases (in which
different words instantiate different concepts) do not. In many cases, paraphrases within
TMR are benign and would support the same reasoning.

– CD theory and script-based reasoning were, for Schank personally, more of a theoretical
interest than a means to practical system building. However, script-based reasoning has
been further pursued in a practical arena in other systems, including Knowledge Machine
(Clark and Porter, n.d.) and OntoSem, among others.

5.2 Preference Semantics

We now compare OntoSem with WIlks’s Preference Semantics (PS) (Wilks, 1978; Fass and
Wilks, 1983) and broader work in AI (Wilks 1985, 1992). Similarities with OntoSem include:

– Both PS and OntoSem combine lexical and compositional semantics.
– Both approaches incorporate an interlingua.
– In the lexicons of both systems, selectional restrictions are recorded as part of the semantic

formula (to use PS’s terminology) or lexical description (to use OntoSem’s) of argument-
taking words.

– Both environments compare alternative readings of an input and use a scoring system to
select the best one.

– Both explicitly deal with the common eventuality that recorded knowledge is incomplete,
since language permits metaphor, metonymy and all manner of creative expressions. In
other words, expecting the unexpected is a matter of course in both environments.

– Both PS and OntoSem pursue disambiguation.
– Both return some interpretation for all input, even if no interpretation perfectly meshes

with recorded knowledge.
– In terms of broader AI, both Wilks and the OntoSem group view syntax as just one

heuristic to support a more semantics-based parsing. Wilks writes:

[P]arsing is fundamentally a matter of mapping texts onto semantic structures,
and doing so without the need for a separate, identifiable, syntactic component.
Where by “semantic structures” I include both the sorts of semantic/conceptual
structure found in preference semantics/conceptual dependency work of the early
seventies, as well as the factual and stereotypical event structures to be found in
frames and plans... (Wilks 1985, p. 182)

Although OntoSem does have a separate syntactic parsing stage, ambiguities are resolved
using semantic knowledge. Moreover, our recent work on processing fragments (McSh-
ane et al. 2005b) and largely “non-standard” email texts has initiated work on a new
control strategy that shifts processing still further away from a syntax–semantics pipe-
line to a more integrated control strategy.

– Continuing with broader issues, both Wilks (1992) and the OntoSem group do not believe
that the logic approach to AI, or formal semantics, will solve the core NLP issues because
the scope of problems for which formal semantics is suited does not scratch the surface
of the problems posed by natural languages.

– Both Wilks (1992, p. 263) and the OntoSem group attribute the slowness of progress in
NLP for the past 30 years to a common inventory of problems, including lexical ambi-
guity and problems associated with plans, goals, common knowledge, reference and the
like.
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The PS approach contrasts with OntoSem in the following ways:

– The grain-size of lexical description proposed for PS theory was more coarse than in
OntoSem.

– In PS, preferences as restrictions were binary, so BEAST could not satisfy a constraint for
MAN even though both are animate and therefore belong to the class *ANI. In OntoSem,
by contrast, the relative suitability of a slot filler is determined using the stochastically
trained OntoSearch program, which calculates different penalties for taking different
paths through the ontology from one concept to another (Onyshkevych 1997).

– Whereas OntoSem is an ongoing, implemented research program, PS theory (Wilks 1978)
was never implemented; however, it did inspire subsequent work, for example, by Fass
(1991) on metaphor and metonymy.

5.3 Hobbs’s axiomatic semantics

We now consider Hobbs’s Axiomatic Semantics (AS) as applied to projects including
TACITUS (Hobbs 1986) (a text-understanding system which uses commonsense knowl-
edge for understanding texts about devices and their failures) and DIALOGIC (Grosz et al.
1982) (a system for syntactic analysis and semantic translation). Similarities with OntoSem
are:

– Both AS and OntoSem encode lexical and world knowledge for use in discourse com-
prehension and generation. We agree with Hobbs (1989) when he writes: “Defining or
characterizing words can only be done as an adjunct to an effort to build theories useful
for understanding phenomena in the world” (p. 20).

– The knowledge bases for Hobbs’s AS and for OntoSem are developed to serve the same
goal: to support reasoning for NLP, not to encode everything knowable about given phe-
nomena (the latter seems closer to the goal of Cyc, http://www.cyc.com/). In describing
theoretical aspects of the TACITUS project, Hobbs writes that he would not be disturbed
if his knowledge base failed to predict some physical event, as a knowledge base geared
toward physics might be expected to, but he does expect his knowledge base to han-
dle, for example, spatial metaphors used in describing economics (Hobbs 1989, p. 21).
Similarly, the OntoSem ontology is not intended to encode all common-sense knowl-
edge; instead, the knowledge encoded is specifically intended to support disambigua-
tion and whatever reasoning is necessary for a practically useful interpretation of text
meaning.

– Although Hobbs’s axioms and OntoSem’s ontological and lexical descriptions are for-
mally quite different, what Hobbs writes about meaning representation is seconded by
OntoSem developers, with the switch of “predicate” (in Hobbs 1989) to “concept” (in
OntoSem): “It is generally hopeless to aim for definitions; the most we can expect
is characterizations. This amounts to saying that virtually every predicate is a prim-
itive, but a primitive that is highly interrelated with the rest of the knowledge base”
(p. 19).

– Both AS and OntoSem tackle a broader spectrum of semantic analysis problems that
most other extant systems, including reference, compound nominals, syntactic ambigu-
ity, metonymy and more (Hobbs et al. 1990).

– Both approaches attempt to exploit surface-level heuristics if the deeper, knowledge-based
approaches fail to produce a single interpretation. For example, in DIALOGIC, devel-
opers incorporated syntactic heuristics to support meaning selection in cases of residual
ambiguity (Hobbs and Bear, 1990). Similarly, OntoSem is omnivorous with respect to the
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heuristics and stochastic evidence it relies on when faced either with residual ambiguity
or with an initial lack of candidate interpretations during parsing.

– Both approaches develop generalized theories that have broad application to many lex-
ical items. Hobbs (1989) calls these “core theories”, while in OntoSem they are called
“microtheories” (Nirenburg and Raskin, 2004). Not surprisingly, there is great overlap in
the domains these theories cover, like time, spatial relations, causality, scalar properties,
etc.

AS contrasts with OntoSem in that:

– Hobbs builds axiomatic, Prolog-style knowledge bases to support reasoning about lan-
guage and linguistic input; he is less interested in building broad-coverage lexicons or
language processors. OntoSem, by contrast, concentrates on actual text processing, and
the reasoning involved in that process is not grounded in axioms.

– Hobbs believes that the only reason to maintain a distinction between linguistic knowl-
edge and world knowledge is “for preserving discipline boundaries” (Hobbs 1989). This
view is natural since, for him, both language and world knowledge are expressed using
the same axioms, and he limits his purview to English. He believes that “the logical form
of English sentences should be both close to English and syntactically simple” (Hobbs
1985, p. 61). In OntoSem, by contrast, the distinction between lexicon and ontology is
important, especially since disambiguation is of high priority (and English words are not
unambiguous), as is multilingual text processing.

– Hobbs’s axiomatic treatment of language appears to require supplemental text processors
to handle all manner of ecological, syntactic and even certain semantic aspects of analysis
(e.g., disambiguation). (Cf. Wilks’s opinion, shared by OntoSem developers, that formal
semantics is not a sufficient tool for NLP.) OntoSem, by contrast, attempts to handle
the full scope of language issues encountered in raw text. If the two approaches were
combined, we could imagine AS being downstream of OntoSem, and working on already
disambiguated TMRs, as was done, for example, by Fikes et al. (2003), who applied their
reasoning to OntoSem TMRs in the AQUAINT project.

5.4 Dorr’s application of Jackendoff’s lexical conceptual structure to NLP

Finally, we consider Dorr’s (1993, 1997) application of Lexical Conceptual Structure (LCS)
(Jackendoff 1983, 1990) to NLP. Similarities with OntoSem are:

– Both LCS and OntoSem include some aspects of semantics (but see the associated contrast
below).

– Both use an interlingua: e.g., run and jog both map to the primitive GO in LCS (Dorr,
1997), and to the primitive RUN in OntoSem. Moreover, descriptions of word senses can
add properties to mappings in the interlingua, though the methods of doing this and their
implications are quite different (cf. corresponding contrast below).

– Both environments focus on creating actual applications: for LCS, MT (Dorr 1993) and
tutoring (Dorr 1997); for OntoSem, MT, question answering, knowledge extraction, auto-
mated reasoning, and others (see for example Beale et al. 1995, 2003).

– Both environments require considerable knowledge acquisition, and developers of both
environments have sought ways to ease the knowledge acquisition bottleneck by porting
resources across languages, partially automating resource acquisition, and supporting
manual acquisition with well-designed interfaces (Dorr 1997; McShane et al. 2005a).
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LCS and OntoSem contrast in the following aspects:

– LCS seeks to achieve some improvement over syntax-only approaches but does not pur-
sue a level of semantics that would support reasoning applications or disambiguation
(Dorr 1993, p. 160ff, 1997, p. 271f). As Dorr writes, “The LCS captures those aspects of
lexical knowledge related to argument structure, not ‘deeper’ notions of meaning such as
aspectual, contextual, domain, and world knowledge” (1997, p. 273). Within OntoSem,
disambiguation and the support of reasoning are both high priorities.

– LCS combines ontological primitives with other descriptors to render lexical meaning.
For example, the analysis of (22a) uses the primitive GO with the manner descriptor JOG-
GINGLY. By contrast, (22b) is analyzed using GO with the manner descriptor RUNNINGLY

(Dorr 1997, p. 273).

(22) a. John jogged to school.

b. John ran to school.

By contrast, all semantic description in OntoSem, be it in the ontology or the lexicon, uses
either (a) ontologically defined properties and fillers, or (b) extra-ontological descriptors
drawn from a highly constrained inventory, as for the description of mood, aspect and
time.

– LCS focuses on syntactic heuristics as a key to unlocking meaning (following Levin’s
(1995) verb classes, for example), whereas OntoSem uses syntax as one of many heuris-
tics for arriving at a semantic analysis.

– LCS best serves applications that require less disambiguation and real-world reasoning,
like MT, whereas OntoSem finds its best advantage in applications that more centrally
require disambiguation and reasoning.

6 Why you might find the OntoSem lexicon interesting

The most direct answer to why you might find this interesting is that our lexicon and ontology
are available for research purposes to anyone who would like to use them, or, even better,
contribute to expanding them in English or some other language. What is all this semantic
information good for? Any application that can benefit from disambiguation, since the single
most compelling reason to engage in knowledge-rich NLP is to permit NLP applications
to work on disambiguated knowledge, rather than highly ambiguous text strings. To our
thinking, this includes all NLP applications, though we acknowledge this opinion as not uni-
versally held. Two other obvious beneficiaries of semantically analyzed text are automated
reasoners and machine learners, both of which can benefit from more semantic features in
the feature space. Apart from these practical uses of OntoSem resources, we believe that
there are significant theoretical reasons for pursuing rigorous broad-scale and deep lexical
semantics for NLP. Indeed, the stated goal of Linguistics is to explain the connection of texts
with their meanings. The broad goal of Computational Linguistics should then be developing
computational means of establishing correspondences between texts and their meaning. If
we are serious about reaching this goal, the development of semantic lexicons for the vari-
ous languages and the development of the semantic metalanguage of description should be
viewed as the core tasks of the field.
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